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Not everyone can eat "banh gio". Yet, it is very easy to get addicted to it. That is true!

This simple dish sold in country markets has become a favorite breakfast of many Hanoians.
People can find this dish in small stands on any street in Hanoi . The stands are always
crowed with diners. Hanoians can enjoy this dish at any time, at breakfast, lunch or post-lunch.

Although pyramidal rice dumpling is simple, it is very good and healthy, especially its appealing
fragrance. This white and smooth dumpling is wrapped in green banana leaf, which is regarded
as the quintessence of heaven and earth.

The pyramidal rice dumpling is made from a few ingredients including plain rice flour, minced
lean meat, cat’s ear, onion and mushroom. The process of stirring and kneading flour is the
most important, which decides the deliciousness of the dumpling. Processing the dumpling flour
is a secret handed from generation to generation. Some famous makers of pyramidal rice
dumpling said that they bought flour in Ha Dong District but still kept secret what kind of flour
was. Therefore, it is not easy to make delicious rice dumplings.
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After soaking in water, flour is dried, which is similar to the kind of “banh te” (rice cake). This
flour is continously dissolved in water when being cooked. After 45 minutes, the flour turns pure
white and viscid, which means it is well-cooked. Then the flour is placed on phrynium leaf and
wrapped with meat. These rice dumplings are then put into the boiling water for 20 minutes.
After that, pyramidal rice dumplings are picked up. People can feel the fragrance of the filling,
rice flour and the special smell of phrynium or banana leaf. It is so great to serve this dish with
sour vegetable pickles, which makes good taste; therefore, some people can eat two or three
dumplings at a time.

Sitting in crowded stands, feeling hungry and enjoying this dish, you will find it a pleasure in
life...

More Vietnamese Foods :
-

“Cơm Việt” – a different taste!

-

Bun (rice vermicelli), the origin for many Vietnamese delicious dishes!

-

Come to My Tho for tasting Hu Tieu

-

Strange foods - why don’t you try?

-

Vietnamese Cuisine

-

Vegetarian eating in Vietnam – same, same but different!

-

Grilled shrimp paste-a whole ocean in one bit!

-

Cha ca La Vong (grilled minced fish)

-

Hue beef noodle – the typical culinary art of Hue!

-

Green Chung cake - the soul of Vietnamese Lunar New Year!
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-

Fish Sauce – a famous Vietnamese condiment

-

Spring roll (Chả giò)

-

My Quang (Quang soft noodle soup)

-

Cao lau Hoi An (Hoi An vermicelli)

-

Com hen song Huong (Perfume River mussel cooked rice)

-

Banh cuon (rolled rice pancake)

-

Pho (rice nooddle soup)

-

Corn noodles in Vietnam?

-

Nem chua - Vietnamese fermented pork roll

-

“Mứt Tết”, very delicious preserved fruit!
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